WE GET CREWS READY.

HDD EXPERTISE
FROM THE
HDD EXPERTS
New operators? No problem. Ask your
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program in the industry can do for your

We make the drills, we make the tooling, so we

crews. It’s flexible: with instruction available

have the insider knowledge needed to run them
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like no one else. And with Ditch Witch Certified

on the equipment, or on the jobsite. It’s

Training, we’ll share that knowledge

invaluable: with years of HDD experience

so your crews can be faster, more efficient,

packed into easy-to-understand lessons.

more productive and safer on the jobsite.

ONLINE TRAINING
Ditch Witch offers the only online HDD training program in the industry,
which packs decades of HDD knowledge into six easy-to-understand
courses. Topics include: HDD Overview, Best Practices, Drill Pipe,
Tracking, HDD Tooling and Drilling Fluids. Visit ditchwitch.com/
training to start now.

IN THE CLASSROOM
Instructor-led operator training courses cover everything your crews
need to be safe and productive. The comprehensive curriculum utilizes
a classroom setting over several days to give your crew the foundation
of HDD operation and jobsite management. Your equipment
investment pays greater dividends when it is put to skillful use by your
best operators.

ON THE EQUIPMENT
Many of our Ditch Witch dealer locations include simulated
jobsites onsite to allow hands-on equipment experience. This
allows operators to further their drilling and tracking skills using
an actual machine in an controlled environment.

ON THE SIMULATOR
HDD simulator training provides an opportunity for new operators
to gain familiarization and understanding of machine controls to
learn proper operating procedures. Experienced operators can
benefit by refining skills to increase productivity levels.

ON THE JOBSITE
When your crew is ready for exposure to real-world project
conditions, your local Ditch Witch dealer will work with your crew on
an actual jobsite to analyze recommend site-specific solutions aimed
at improving production, lowering cost and enhancing safety.

WE’RE IN THIS TOGETHER
We want you and your crews to be able to tackle any jobsite with
confidence. No matter what challenges you face, we’re here to help you
be successful. We’ll even customize a training program depending on
your specific needs. Be faster, more efficient, more productive and safer
on any jobsite. Simply ask your Ditch Witch dealer how you can take
advantage of the best HDD training program in the world.
See more information at ditchwitch.com/training.
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